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Indirizzo HidalGlass Divetro 
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San Jerónimo Tepetlacalco 
54090 Tlalnepantla

Nazione Mexico

PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
DiVetro is divided in 5 departments:

Decoration of glass bottle and glassware
Glassware
Glass containers for spirits and cosmetics
B2B
Design/Engineering

Screen Printing

Automatic decoration up to 6 colors of containers for spirits, glassware and cosmetics
We use ceramic and organic paints heavy metal free
We can create special effects like thermochromics colors and golden lip glasses
We can apply direct silk-screen with precious metals like silver and gold.

Painting – Spray Coating

Automatic and manual painting of containers and glassware with water-based paints taking care of the environment

We count with an extensive selection of effects to satisfy the demands of our customers:

Complete painting
Partial painting
Dyed painting
Soft-Touch effect
Lucid painting
Matte effect
Background color touch
Painted Bi-layer

 

Acid Etching

Automatic acid etching of containers, glassware and lighting accessories

We can offer complete or partial acid etching

The raw material we use guarantees a persistent finish quality

The process is made in a closed area and respecting the environment

Sandblast

We count with an automatic sandblast machine to regulate the depth and finish that our customer needs

We can offer complete, partial sandblast and also with complex shapes

We can give the sandblast a natural finish or paint inside the engraving

Organic and ceramic decals

It allow us to decorate containers and glassware in irregular shapes and also in corners.
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A wide range of colors can be reached

The decals can be applied in high reliefs engraved on glass

Flock

Application of Flock (Velvet) in glass containers for spirits, cosmetics and glassware

Application of Components

Thanks to the development of technologies and adhesives we can glue to the glass metals, plastics, Swarovski and strings.

 

 

 

Company Profile of HidalGlass Divetro

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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